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Caring counts.



The team at Sedgwick Managed Care Ohio (MCO) 

is dedicated to helping Ohio employers control 

medical costs, limit lost workdays and navigate 

the complex medical issues involved in workers’ 

compensation claims. We are also focused on 

ensuring injured employees recover and return to 

work as quickly and safely as possible. Providing 

our clients and their employees with this high 

level of service requires in-depth medical insight 

and carefully designed solutions delivered by our 

dedicated colleagues.  

Sedgwick MCO was formed when CompManagement Health 

Systems (CHS) and CareWorks of Ohio merged in 2020. The 

teams at CHS and CareWorks have partnered to develop best practices 

to ensure that we are providing outstanding outcomes for our clients and 

their injured employees. If you currently work with our company, we thank 

you for the trust you have placed in us. If we are not your managed care 

organization (MCO), I encourage you to read the following pages to learn 

more about our expert services, our dedication to taking care of people and 

the results we help our clients achieve. 

Quinn P. Guist, President

Taking care of  
people is at the heart  
of everything we do.  
Caring counts.
Our managed care solutions simplify the claims process for 
our clients and their employees. We help people get the care 
they need, supporting effective recovery, return to work and 
return to life. At Sedgwick MCO, caring counts.

Lance Watkins

Vice President, Client Services

p  614.376.5524

e  Lance.Watkins@sedgwickmco.com

YOUR SEDGWICK MCO ADVISOR



about us 
For more than 20 years, the team at Sedgwick MCO 

has been providing seamless solutions to help injured 

employees recover, and helping clients control expenses 

and reduce lost workdays.

We take customer service and the employer experience 
very seriously.

• Our high customer satisfaction level and overall 
performance results are driven by our communication  
and thoughtful focus on medical resolution and  
return to work

We serve a large and diverse group of employers.

• Sedgwick MCO serves over 114,000 active Ohio 
employers and we handle more than half of all  
workers’ compensation claims in the state1

We take pride in providing clinical resources  
and strategic data for our clients. 

• Physician-blended case management with  
on-site medical director

• Versatile reports for trending analysis

• Convenient injury reporting, data access  
and claim updates

We have expertise and resources available  
where you need us.

• Medical management and client services teams  
located in four regions – Dublin, Cleveland,  
Cincinnati and Toledo

• 106 registered nurses with over 1,000 years of  
combined experience averaging over 10 years  
of MCO case management experience

• More than 425 colleagues

• 21 dedicated account executives, averaging nearly  
20 years of Ohio workers’ compensation  
experience, providing:

 – Personal attention

425
OVER

COLLEAGUES

106
registered nurses 
supporting clients

 – Expertise in challenging industries

 – Strong medical provider relationships 

 – Accountability for all claim parties

We are here to help. Our team is focused on:

• Simplifying the process for employers and  
injured employees

• Setting early expectations for treatment and return to work

• Ensuring thoughtful engagement of physicians  
for best medical outcomes

• Pursuing transitional and early return to work options

• Understanding our clients’ business challenges

• Keeping clients engaged in the process using  
flexible communication options, such as virtual 
stewardship meetings

• We have a high concentration of clients in challenging 
industries including:

 – Public sector – municipalities, county government, 
public safety, education

 – Healthcare – long-term care, elder care, home 
healthcare, medical facilities

 – Employment – temporary and professional  
employment services

 – Retail – grocery, apparel, home improvement, landscape

 – Transportation – trucking, delivery services,  
personal transportation

 – Construction – commercial, residential,  
building suppliers

 – Hospitality – restaurants, hotels, lodging

114,000
active clients

OVER



outstanding results 
Sedgwick MCO positions employers for success by focusing on the real cost drivers in claims.  

Medical management with a return to work focus, and the examination of treatment trends  

and medical expenses ensure timely, cost-effective claim resolution.

More opportunities for premium savings 

When lost time and medical costs are contained, employers increase savings  
opportunities. Nearly 38% of our clients currently participate in discount and  
rebate programs that demand outstanding claim performance. This compares  
to only 28.9% of employers statewide.

Excellent return to work performance

Our goal is to ensure a safe and efficient return to work, minimizing cost and lost 
workdays. We have been extremely successful in this area, especially in comparison 
to other MCOs. Since 2018, our clients have outperformed the statewide average 
for lost workdays by over 13%. In fact, Sedgwick MCO had the lowest average for 
lost workdays among all other large MCOs during this time.3

Bill review savings

Our clients benefit from our aggressive bill review and re-pricing system. 
In 2020 alone, we produced over $29.1M in medical cost reductions beyond 
BWC’s fee schedule. This represents an additional 23.6% in medical savings, 
making an impact on long-term premium rates.2

Best client retention rate

Retention through open enrollment is the best indicator of an MCO’s 
effectiveness. Employers choose Sedgwick MCO and stay with us at a  
higher rate than any other MCO.

PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYERS 
QUALIFYING FOR GROUP 

DISCOUNTS AND REBATES4

Sedgwick MCO

37.7%

28.9%
Statewide  
averageAVERAGE LOST DAYS PER 

CLAIM (2018 – 2020)3

Sedgwick MCO
36.0

40.8
Average of 

other MCOs

AVERAGE RETENTION BY 
PREMIUM (2014 – 2018)5

Sedgwick MCO

93.5%

92.0%
Statewide  
average

REDUCED MEDICAL 
COSTS IN 2020 BY2

23.6%

MEDICAL COST  
SAVINGS IN 20202

$29.1M

AGGRESSIVE

bill review and  
re-pricing system

EXCELLENT

return to work 
performance

SAVINGS

best in savings 
program placement

BEST

client 
retention rate

What this means for you. CRITICALLY THOUGHTFUL 
MEDICAL MANAGEMENT

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY  
AND EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE+ EMPLOYER SUCCESS  

WITH PREMIUM COSTS 
OUTSTANDING RETURN  
TO WORK OUTCOMES +=



outstanding savings
Cost containment 

Effective medical management reduces costs associated with lost workdays and excessive 
treatment, and helps achieve lower premium rates. The average experience modified rate 
(EMR) among Sedgwick MCO clients is lower than the average for any other MCO.4  

taking care of employers and employees
At Sedgwick MCO, our approach to managed care revolves around taking care of people. Through aggressive 
review of prescription drugs, we protect injured employees from potentially harmful combinations that could 
interfere with treatment and work expectations.

The success of any organization depends on the experience and expertise of dedicated employees. We provide 
valuable services that support the employer/employee relationship. When an injury occurs, we work closely 
with all parties involved to help the employee recover and return to work as quickly and safely as possible. 

Our solutions help clients achieve lower claim costs, lower premium rates and a lower EMR. We provide 
thoughtful medical management and expert return to work services that achieve successful outcomes for  
our clients and their employees. 

Medication oversight 

Inappropriate medications interfere with recovery, add significant costs and often 
extend lost time duration. With our team’s expertise, we successfully eliminate unneeded 
medications for injured employees and increase savings for clients.

Return to work 

Lost time is the biggest cost driver in workers’ compensation claims and achieving a 
successful return to work is crucial to containing costs. Sedgwick MCO has outperformed  
the statewide average in lost days per claim since 2016.3

AVERAGE CLIENT EMR FOR 
THE CURRENT RATING YEAR4

Sedgwick MCO
0.84

0.88
Average of 

other MCOs

PERCENTAGE OF CLIENTS 
WITH EMR UNDER 1.0 

(CURRENT RATING YEAR)4

Sedgwick MCO
40.4%

31.3%
Average of 

other MCOs

CARING FOR EMPLOYEES 

• Protecting them from harmful 
combinations of drugs

• Coordinating clinical  
services to support a safe, 
successful recovery 

CARING FOR EMPLOYERS

• Identifying the right medical  
resources early to reduce lost days

• Reducing medical costs, improving 
return to work performance and 
lowering premium rates 

What this means for you. - FEWER LOST WORKDAYS
- LOWER CLAIM COSTS RELATED TO LOST TIME

- WE HELP YOU KEEP YOUR EMPLOYEES HEALTHY AND SAFE
- WE WORK TOGETHER TO MAKE THE CLAIMS PROCESS AS SMOOTH AS POSSIBLE FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED  



depth of medical insight
We go beyond the task-driven requirements for Ohio  
MCOs. Our clinical approach emphasizes meaningful 
treatment focused on recovery. We avoid frustration  
by fostering clarity between all parties and pursuing  
the most appropriate treatment path. Characteristics  
of our medical management include:

• Emphasizing provider accountability

• Driving high-quality, efficient care for injured employees

• Removing barriers to accelerate a safe return to work

• Providing physician-blended case management 

Our results are tangible and visible. We compare each 
employee’s circumstances against key data points to  
help predict and guide our approach to their claim,  
and we provide custom reports that track overall  
program activity and progress.

Medical provider engagement

• With the backing of an active medical director, our 
clinical team routinely collaborates with treating 
physicians to craft effective strategies

• We avoid unnecessary delays, costs and litigation  
by negotiating for appropriate treatment options  
and rejecting the status quo

• We ensure provider awareness of each employer’s 
policies and return to work capabilities

What do we mean by provider accountability? 

Injury recovery can be complicated, and the return to work 
process requires the cooperation of everyone involved – 
the injured employee, treating physicians, employer and 
MCO. We utilize all tools available to secure the good-faith 
engagement of medical providers including:

• Negotiating for meaningful treatment 

• Advising on anticipated duration of lost workdays

• Reporting process infractions to BWC for  
contractual compliance

Dr. David Kessler
Sedgwick MCO Medical Director

• Serves as a full-time, on-site  
resource for medical management 

• Provides ongoing insight on  
clinical matters

•  Consults on complex cases

•  Oversees treatment negotiations

•  Collaborates with specialists  
and healthcare organizations

What this means for you. - CLINICAL GUIDANCE FROM OUR EXPERT TEAM ENSURES THE BEST POSSIBLE TREATMENT 
- OUR FOCUS IS ON GETTING INJURED EMPLOYEES BACK TO WORK AS QUICKLY AND SAFELY AS POSSIBLE



prescription and medical 
cost control
Drug utilization review (DUR)

Prescription oversight is essential for effective medical 
management. Medication side effects can often delay a 
return to work, or even endanger employees once they  
are back at work. Our DUR services are focused on:

• Ensuring medications are appropriate for the  
allowed conditions and active treatment

• Eliminating unrelated and excessive prescriptions  
and monitoring opioid use

• Identifying alternative, non-narcotic medications  
that produce fewer side effects and permit earlier  
return to work

• Submitting sound and well-researched DUR requests – 
each one is reviewed by our physician panel to  
ensure we facilitate the best possible outcome

• Providing detailed medication reports

Bill review

All MCOs re-price medical bills to meet BWC fee schedule 
levels. Sedgwick MCO goes beyond BWC’s fee schedule  
to deliver additional savings to our clients through:

• PPO network reductions

• Clinical edits on specific billed procedures

• Direct negotiations with providers on duration  
of treatment

Our medical treatment management system is tied directly 
to our billing system, ensuring that any bills submitted for 
medical treatment that are not pre-approved for the claim 
allowances are not paid. It also allows bills to be evaluated 
in a wider context of treatment, utilizing universal billing 
codes for bundling and additional savings.

injury reporting  
and early intervention
Speed, clarity and organization are characteristics of an efficient workers’ 
compensation program. We help employers excel by offering convenient 
methods of injury reporting and resources to develop a sound post-injury 
management process. 

Our goal is to reduce the time away from work due to an injury. Preparation, 
organization and early medical intervention are the keys to achieving  
this objective.

Our clients are 8.1% faster in First Report of Injury (FROI) timing, significantly 
outperforming the average for other MCOs in reporting speed, documenting 
and initiating claims. Sedgwick MCO averages less than one day in FROI 
turnaround time – more than 14% faster than the average for other MCOs.6  
The primary factors driving this include each employer’s ability to efficiently 
manage the post-injury process and document the incident, and our ability  
to quickly organize the claim data and transmit it to BWC.

FROI TIMING

Sedgwick MCO 
 clients are

faster than avg of  
other MCOs6

Injury to claim filing time

8.1%

FROI TURNAROUND TIME

Sedgwick MCO is

faster than avg of  
other MCOs6

MCO processing/claims filing time

14.1%

What this means for you. - OUR DUR SERVICES SUPPORT SAFE, EFFECTIVE MEDICAL TREATMENT
- WE ENSURE ALL BILLS ARE ACCURATE AND REVIEW ALL CHARGES TO ENSURE EMPLOYERS ARE SAVING AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE

- LESS TIME AWAY FROM WORK LOWERS CLAIM COSTS AND REDUCES OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES  
- QUICK RESPONSE TO INJURIES ENHANCES EMPLOYEE CONFIDENCE AND COOPERATION WITH POLICIES AND BEST PRACTICES

sedgwickmco.com
p  888.627.7586
e  injury.incident@sedgwickmco.com
f   888.711.9284

Convenient injury reporting options:



vocational rehabilitation
Vocational rehabilitation (voc rehab) is a valuable resource that can help resolve complicated claims by 
engaging rehabilitation professionals to develop job-specific plans to help employees return to work. Using 
voc rehab is an important indicator of a thoughtful medical management approach and Sedgwick MCO 
outperforms the statewide average in this key area. Our voc rehab return to work success ratio is 57.1%.7

Identifying good candidates

• We take great care when referring injured employees  
for voc rehab; our clinical team selects those who are 
ready for the rigors of a voc rehab plan and most  
likely to be successful

• Placing an employee in voc rehab before they are  
ready can often set the claim back months, and result  
in additional costs, lost time and frustration

Selecting the best case management resource

• Sedgwick MCO is not limited by corporate affiliations;  
we maintain the flexibility to utilize resources that  
excel in return to work results and cost efficiency

• We track each case manager’s outcomes to ensure 
injured employees are working with the highest  
quality providers

technology and reporting

viaOne®

viaOne is our convenient, online system that 
offers real-time access to claim information. 
Clients can view details on claim status, 
treatment, payments, providers and more. 
With viaOne, our clients can:

• Set alerts that include notifications 
related to key claim developments

• Identify watch list claims for the most 
relevant issues

• Access and download reports

• Easily search notes and documents

Reports

Sedgwick MCO collects and catalogs 
a tremendous volume of claim data, 
allowing us to customize reports for 
analysis. We also have a variety of 
standard reports that offer a wealth  
of information to help clients respond  
to compliance requests and meet 
business requirements. Some of  
our standard reports include:

• Prescription utilization

• Claims activity and status updates

• Claim counts and lost workdays

• Stewardship and injury trending

• Medical savings and provider activity

What this means for you. - OFFERING VOC REHAB FOR EMPLOYEES WITH CHALLENGING CLAIMS IS PART OF OUR THOUGHTFUL APPROACH TO MEDICAL MANAGEMENT  
- OUR CAREFUL SELECTION AND CASE MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT DRIVE SUCCESS 



sedgwickmco.com

p  888.627.7586

e  clientservices@sedgwickmco.com
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